us for any or all of these activities. You are always welcome.
The following events were scheduled this summer and early
-fall:
July 24-Picnic potluck on Whidbey Island. Primitive camping in beautiful private beach area.
Aug. I4-Picnic potluck at Mt. Rainier. An annual event at
the magic mountain. Peak wildflower season.
Aug. Z5-Sri Aurobindo’s birthday, at Ron Jorgenson’s.
Meditation, celebration, prasad.
Oct. 7-II-Sri Aurobindo study retreat and meetings with
Rand Hicks. Meditation training, group meditation, exercise,
and watching videotapes related to the Yoga.
Our regular meetings are held Sunday and Tuesday evenings, 7-8:30 p.m. A women’s group is held the first Sunday of
the month, 6-8:30 p.m. For more information, please call Judy
Stoloff, (206) 443-8812, or Ron Jorgenson, (206) 8253413.

Cultural Integration Fellowship holds program
on yoga and psychotherapy
On August 15, the Cultural Integration Fellowship in San
Francisco featured a morning service conducted by James Plaugher, Ph.D. His talk was titled, “Be free in the search of Aurobindo’s Vision.”
An afternoon seminar was held in which a panel of therapists shared insights about the application of Sri Aurobindo’s
yoga within the practice of psychotherapy. The panelists, who
came from different theoretical frameworks, shared a practice
and orientation to the Integral Yoga. Panelists included Brant
Cortright, Ph.D.; Carl Peters, M.D.; Celest Powell, L.C.S.W.;
Richard Stein, M.D.; Jan Edl-Stein, M.F.C.C.; and Kathleen
Wall, Ph.D.

Greenville center invites speakers
Kailas Jhaveri and Richard Pearson, devotees from the Sri
Aurobindo Ashram, visited the Sri Aurobindo Center Southeast
in Greenville, South Carolina, Aug. 17-21 as part of their tour to
different U.S. centers. They spoke on the resurgence of Indian
culture and presented an introduction to the Integral Yoga.
The Greenville center is pleased to announce that it has
finally achieved tax-exempt status with the IRS and now accept
tax-deductible donations. “Now we can move forward energetically,” says R.P. Rama. One of the center’s goals is to invite
speakers to the Greenville area. If anyone knows of visitors
coming to the U.S. from India and Auroville, please contact Mr.
Rama at (803) 232-9944.
The center schedules two major darshans a year, one in
April and one in November. The November 1994 darshan will be
held Nov. 18, 19, and 20 at Greenville (speakers to be an-
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nounced). The days will be filled with a varied program of
exercise, meditation, readings, nature walks, shared silence, and
activities for the children. In between organized sessions there
will be readings from Suvitri and the Mother’s Prayers and
Meditations. Those present will also share their experiences of
how Mother’s grace has helped them.
The Rama family is in the process of constructing a house
near the Ashram in Pondicherry to give them a place to stay
when they visit.

New program offered for young children
in San Francisco
“The Golden Principle,” a new program for children ages
four to eight, began last January at the Cultural Integration
Fellowship in San Francisco. The children meet each Sunday to
become acquainted with the world’s religions and their most
important celebrations. Older children are also invited.
Roop Verma, world-famous sitar player, performed July 15
at a concert that was well attended. Kailas Jhaveri and Richard
Pearson, who traveled with their programs to centers around the
country this summer, presented slides and music at the center on
July 24. On August 6, another sitar concert featured Ustad Habib
Khan on the sitar and Aushin Chaudhuri on tabla.
This active center holds lectures every Sunday at 11 a.m.
For more information, please call Bina Chaudhuri at (415) 6262442.

~Upcoming events..

.

~Conference set for October ‘95:
“Cellular Transformation: The Divine Body”
The Sri Aurobindo Association (SAA) will host a conference Oct. 8-15, 1995, on the theme “Cellular Transformation:
The Divine Body.” The conference, to be held in San Francisco,
will feature formal presentations and be open to the general
public. Michael Murphy, author of The Future of the Body:
Explorations into the Further Evolution of Human Nature, will
be among the presenters.
The conference will replace the regular All USA Meeting
(AUM) for people in the Auro community, but will include
familiar AUM activities such as meditations, workshops, and
informal gatherings. Discounted rates for lodging will be available at the Clarion Hotel, convenient to the SF airport. (The hotel
is operated by the Rama family, who are devotees of Mother and
Sri Aurobindo.) See the next issue of NexUS for an update.
For more information, please call Wayne Bloomquist at the
Sri Aurobindo Association, (5 10) 848- 1841

~NOTES FROM THE FIELD
Perfecting Spirit in Matter
by the Reverend Joseph Martinez
The following transcript was taken from a talk called “Giving
and receiving” offered May I I, 1994, at Rev. Martinez’s Spiritual Healing Center in San Francisco. The full transcript is
available from the Sri Aurobindo Association, (510) 848-1841.

I

n the teachings of Integral Yoga, the human being is none
other than the Spirit-in secret reality, the Supreme Being.
The Spirit itself is able to project itself in itself. The infinite
consciousness can create infinite centers in itself. In fact, in the
teachings we have, it can create one dot in its heart and in that
dot create infinite creations and project itself into that dot because all things are possible.
But the truth is that the human being is, in secret reality, the
Spirit, and the Spirit enters into the flesh in order to perfect its
manifestation. Its being is perfect, the possibilities are infinite,
but the possibilities of the being have to unfold in terms of
becoming in creation. This is where a play or consciousness
takes place, in creation. This is where becoming occurs, manifestation occurs in creation. This is where the infinite possibilities manifest as events, as a play. And this is an integral part of
Spirit becoming-not just being, but becoming. And we represent that part of Spirit that is in the becoming, in the manifestation, unfolding the qualities. We are all meant to unfold Spirit,
the kingdom of heaven within, the total perfection within. We
are meant to unfold that with each lifetime, whether it is in this
life form, this planet, or other spaces in the universe.
We are basically evolutionary creatures, unlike some of the
beings on the cosmic plane, the gods, the goddesses. They do not
really unfold, they do not really evolve. They are born with a
certain state and they’re fixed. According to the legends, if they
want to evolve they have to come down, take on a human form,
go through what we go through, and then the law allows some
kind of unfolding. But there in that plane, the cosmic plane, these
beings that are born there and stationed there, they do not unfold.
So we enjoy something even the gods and goddesses do not
enjoy: an evolutionary nature that allows us to go beyond cosmic
into the Supramental, and beyond the Supramental to the Supreme. We are such. We have that possibility because in secret
reality, to quote the words of Sri Aurobindo, we are the Supreme
itself. We are Spirit having experiences in the body for the
purposes of perfecting the manifestation of Spirit in Matter.
Each individual, obviously, will unfold this perfection individually. There is a unique individual process with each unique
individual. This you have to recognize in yourself and in others-the unique individuality and the unique process. We are not
all alike. We may have some similars, many dissimilars, but we
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are all unique. Many of us will take different paths, will unfold
differently, will learn different lessons with each lifetime. Some
of us will come here to learn how to be patient. Some of us will
learn how to trust, some how to have faith, some to have hope.
Some will learn how to manifest unconditional love and acceptance. Some will use this lifetime to learn compassion; some to
learn understanding, some to learn silence. There is going to be a
different, unique evolution with each soul.
And it may be very well to your advantage if you try to
recognize what some of your chief lessons are that are unfolding
the qualities you have to unfold. All you have to do is look back
at your life and look at your conflicts. And you will see that from
your conflicts you grow, those are learning lessons. But what did
you learn? You will find that there is a pattern, that there are
some major qualities of Spirit you are trying to unfold. Therefore, you are going to create your life circumstances that precisely will bring these qualities out.
I say precisely because everything is according to the law,
no more, no less. Everything is exact, there is nothing outside of
the law. So your process is perfect-relatively perfect-in terms
of what you want to achieve. Your experiences have been created already, before you came here. In the Spirit world you created
in your consciousness a scenario from birth to death. And then
you jumped into the movie and now you should be flowing with
the movie.
The word is flowing, not freezing anything. All experiences
that we have we should allow them to come and to go. Do not 1
store anything in your body, because that just amounts to excess 1
baggage-past lives, past histories. Many, many people are
living in the past. They are not living in the present because the
energy of the life experiences and events are frozen. You can do
that; you can freeze time. There’s even a power to annihilate
time. We have that possibility in our consciousness. We can
freeze the time frame of events, and all the energy in those time
frames, in our body; but somehow the energy will still attempt to
come out. It can come out in neuroses, in nightmares, in your
dreams-worse, in psychosis.

So

we’re working out some lessons, each one of us in our
own unique way. And again, if you just took some time
to look at your past history, you would see what lessons you are
trying to teach yourself. It is obvious because there are going to
be certain patterns.
There are negatives also included in the learning lessonsaccidents, illness, misfortunes. These present a big problem to
humans. Why bring in negatives in the growth in evolution?
Why bring in pain and suffering? Well, we receive a hint in
Integral Yoga. Each planet, each star, each system, has its own
unique possibilities for evolution. On this planet, the possibilities included a play of opposites, meaning both positives and
negatives in life events, experiences, and forces were established
so you can come in and use both in order to learn and to grow.
We took a look at that and said, yeah, we’ll go for it. We will
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Integral Yoga on the Net?
What happens if one tries to find information about Sri
Aurobindo or the Mother on the Net? Do we have an online
magazine (such as NexUSKollaboration) that people in the
community can browse? Is there a way for people searching for
local groups to find the names and addresses of the centers
around the country and the world?
Can one use the powerful search functions of the Net to call
up references, articles, abstracts regarding Sri Aurobindo and
the Mother-for instance, by searching under the term yoga?
Are there online books by or about them for an interested person
to download into a personal computer and read?
Is there a discussion group where one can follow the ongoing debates, the ideas and experiments of our international
community of sadhaks? Do we have regular gatherings on the
Net where we can meet and talk in real-time, create a global
satsang, unite our aspiration globally?
Some of these have happened, but as a community we have
only begun to use the tools of the Internet. These powerful tools are
in place, waiting; we simply have to use them to connect with one
another and to make the teachings of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother
available. Millions of people are using the Net every day to talk

about seashells or taxes or baseball. We have a responsibility to put
the transformative power of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother to work
on this global network. We have a responsibility to open ourselves to that higher force, to give it a voice, to allow it work
through this (technological) channel that has been created.
If one person can open to and become a channel for the
higher mind or spirit, if one person can begin a transformation,
why not the whole of humanity? We have the opportunity to do a
kind of work that has never been done before-that has never
been imaginable before: the linking of the entire globe in a spirit
of cooperation and unity.
We are all connected. Perhaps the full realization of this truth
by a majority of people lies in the future. But the truth itself is
eternal, and we have here and now the opportunity to give it form,
participate in it, make it a living process-to manifest Unity. For all
the exchange of information and material benefits that we are
gaining through the Net, the spiritual benefits can be much greater.
David Hutchinson belives in openness, free knowledge, and above all
the Integral Yoga. This summer he created a hypertext system of
documents for the computer network of a university hospital, where he
nurses bullet-ridden teenagers for a living.

The new electronic commons
utside of these walls
there’s an electronic space out
there where the information is floating around. It’s in the
0
computer banks of the world. And it’s forming sort of a distrib...

uted intelligence. All the libraries of the world, all the databanks
of the world-they’re all getting connected electronically.
I’d like to think of it as sort of an electronic commons out
there. This is my dream, anyway. In old New England you had
town commons, where you went when you wanted to find something. You could exchange information with people and talk to
them. But now the towns have grown in size and the world’s a
busy complicated place and there’s no simple little town commons. But now there’s this virtual space out there, an electronic
space where you can go and engage people all over the world.
It’s an electronic meeting place. We can go out and barter
information on those networks. They exist today.
In fact, I’m really a devotee of what we call electronic
bulletin boards. That’s very much like a fence where people can
pin up notes. Imagine you live in a small town and you want
some little bit of information. You don’t know who to ask. So
you put up a note on the fence where everyone’s passing by and
people see it and someone knows the answer and they write the
answer to you and then you find it there. The fence is a meeting
place. Now we have that electronically.
I’ll give you a simple example. Somebody wanted to buy a
humidifier for his house. But he said, “Isn’t it going to rust my
heating ducts?’ Now this is the typical kind of information that
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you need in everyday life. You can’t get this in an encyclopedia.
You can’t get this in a library. There’s no place you can get this.
You have to get it from other people. But who do you ask? So
you send a message out there into virtual space: “Hey, does
anybody know about heating ducts and humidifiers?” You just
punch in this message. . . .
It goes into the consumer network. And people sitting
throughout the world at universities and in companies like mine,
or sitting in their basements at home, on their computers read the
news on the Consumer Net, and they see this message about
humidifiers. Actually, this particular question drew dozens of
responses. Some from plumbers who knew about this, or claimed
to know about it. Some from scientists who knew about the
theory of corrosion, and some from just plain homeowners who
had one experience or the other. And at the end of the day this
person had scores of responses from the wisdom of the people
out there on this particular subject. It’s a way of going into
virtual space to get information . . . A whole new way of sharing
human information. And this isn’t some mystical database out
there. These are real people putting in real messages. Real
human information.
-Robert Lucky, executive director of research at
AT&T Bell Laboratories, in an interview with Bill Moyers.
From Bill Moyers: A World of Ideas II.
New York: Doubleday, 1990.
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%OURCE MATERIAL
The Mother on one-pointed vs.
integral realization
Feb. 1,1956 (from Questions and Answers 1956)
Mother, when one is identified with the Divine in the higher
part of the being whilst neglecting the lower parts-neglecting
@e-does not the Divine, in the part where one is identified with
Him, advise one to attend to the lower parts?

And

if even before beginning, one has decided that it should
not be thus, perhaps one makes it impossible for oneself to
receive the advice of the Divine!
For, truly speaking, ever one finds only that of the Divine
which he wishes to find of Him. Sri Aurobindo has said this by
turning it the other way round; he has said (I am not quoting the
exact words, only the idea): what you expect of the Divine is
what you find in the Divine; what you want of the Divine is what
you meet in the Divine. He will have for you the aspect you
expect or desire.
And His manifestation is always adapted to each one’s
receptivity and capacity. They may have a real, essential contact,
but this contact is limited by their own capacity of reception and
approach. . . . It is only if you are able to go out of all limits that
you can meet the total Divine as He totally is.
And this capacity of contact is perhaps what constitutes the
true hierarchy of beings. For everyone carries in himself the
Divine, and consequently everyone has the possibility of uniting
with the Divine-that possibility is the same in all. But according to each one’s capacity (fundamentally, according to his
position in the divine hierarchy), his approach will be more or
less partial or total.
It could be said-although these words deform things a
lot-that the quality of the approach is the same in every being,
but the quantity, the totality is very different. . . . It is very
difficult to explain with words, but if one may say so, thepoint at
which you are identified with the Divine is perfect in itself, that
is to say, your identification is an identification perfect in itself,
at this point, but the number of points at which you are identified
differs immensely.
And this is very marked in the difference of the paths
followed to approach the Divine. Generally people set limits;
they limit themselves by excluding all that is not exactly the path
they have chosen, for this is much easier and one goes much
faster-relatively. But instead of following one road, you go
forward in a sort of movement which could be called spherical,
where everything is included, which takes in all the possibilities
of approach to the Divine, naturally the result is much more
complete-and it is this that Sri Aurobindo calls the integral
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yoga-but the progress is much more difficult and much slower.
He who chooses the path of knowledge (and also in the path
of knowledge a special method, for everyone has his own method) and follows it, eliminating from his consciousness and life
all that is not it, that person advances much more rapidly, for his
seeking pursues only one aspect and this is much more direct,
immediate. And so he rejects, rejects, rejects all that is not that,
and reduces his being just to the road he travels. And the more
you want your approach to be integral, the more naturally will it
become difficult, complicated, long, laborious.
But he who follows only one road, when he reaches his goal,
that is, when he is identified with the Divine, his identification in
itself is perfect; that is to say, it is truly an identification with the
Divine-but it is partial. It is perfect; it is perfect and partial at
the same time.
It is very difficult to explain, but this is a fact. He is truly
identified with the Divine and has found the Divine; he is identified with the Divine-but at one point. And so he who is able to
identify himself with the Divine in his totality is necessarily,
from the point of view of the universal realisation, on a much
higher hierarchical plane than the one who could realise Him
only at a single point.
And that is the true meaning of the spiritual hierarchy, it is
for this reason that there is a whole spiritual hierarchical organisation, otherwise this would have no ground, for from the minute
you touch, you touch the Divine perfectly: the point at which you
touch Him is a point perfect in itself. And, from this point of
view, all who have united with the Divine are as perfect in their
union-but not as complete, if I may say so.
Do you catch a little what I mean?
What I wanted to ask, Mother, was whether in the part
where they are identified, afrer their identification, they do not
find that this identi@ation is not complete, that is, that they have
left behind other parts of their being, and that they must begin
once again?
This may happen.
This may happen, but generally they have so well eliminated from themselves all that was not that, that nothing remains for
them to find out that the identification is not perfect. They have
the experience of identification, they are lost in the Divine. From
the personal, individual point of view, that is the maximum they
can hope for.
It is not that what you say is impossible, I think that indeed it
is possible-but it is rare. It is not frequent. That would mean
that in spite of their work of elimination they have preserved in
their consciousness something which would be able to feel that
they are not entirely satisfied.
After the identification, it is no longer the position, for
example, of Master and disciple, the Lord and the aspirant. At
the moment of identification that relationship disappears; there
is no longer any master or disciple, any Lord or aspirant: all is
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the Divine. Consequently, who receives the lesson? That could
only be if there were an element of consciousness which did not
participate in this identification, because it needed another appreach than the one it had. And all would depend on the perfection with which the aspirant has eliminated from his being all
that is not the single road he follows. If one keeps latent in one’s
consciousness elements of devotion or love, for instance, then if
one has followed the path of knowledge, well, at the time of
identification these will miss something.
And then one will be in a condition to
understand that one’s experience is not
complete. But if they have been so well
eliminated that they no longer exist, then
who will notice that the union is not
perfect? The union is perfect in itself at
this given point. It is purely a phenomenon of consciousness.
(Turning to the child) In your consciousness there is still the idea that you
unite with “Something” which knows
more about it than you and will make
you recognise the error you are in. But
that no longer exists after the identification! That is just the first contact, but
not the identification.
In identification there is no longer
any difference between that which is
identified and that with which one is
identified: it is the same thing. So long
as there is a difference it is not identification.
I say that by any road whatever and
by eliminating all that is not this road, it
is possible for everyone to be perfectly
identified with the Divine, that is to say,
to become the Divine-but at one point, the point each one has
chosen. But this point is perfect in itself. I do not say it contains
everything, I say it is perfect in itself, that is, the identification is
perfect-but it is not total.
~They have the full bliss?
Perfect bliss-perfect bliss, eternity, infinity, and everything.
Then what’s the difference?

T

he difference exists only in the manifestation. By this
identification, of whatever kind, one goes automatically
out of the manifestation, except at the point where one is identified. And if, in the path one has followed, the goal is a going out,
as for instance with those who seek Nirvana, if it is a going out of
the manifestation, well, one goes out of the manifestation, it is
finished. And once one goes out of the manifestation, there is no
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longer any difference or any hierarchy, it is finished, one has
gone out of the manifestation. That is it, you understand, everything depends on the aim one pursues. If one goes out of the
manifestation, one goes out of the manifestation, then there is no
longer any possibility of any hierarchy whatsoever. But as soon
as one enters the manifestation, there is a hierarchy. That is to
say-if we take the realisation of the supramental world--everybody will not be on the same level and made in the same pattern,
and with the same capacity and the
same possibility. It is always that illusion, isn’t it, of a sort of indefinite
repetition of something which always
resembles itself-it is not that. In the
realisation, the manifestation, there is
a hierarchy of capacity and action, and
of manifestation. But if the aim is to
go out of the manifestation, then quite
naturally, through whatever point you
go out you go out.
All depends on the ideal one puts
before oneself. And whilst you go out
because you have chosen to go out, to
enter into “Pralaya,” there is all the
rest of the universe which continues.
. . . But that’s totally immaterial to
you. As your aim was to get out of it,
you get out of it. But that does not
mean that the rest also get out! You
are the only one to get out, or those
who have followed the same aim and
the same path as you.
(Long silence)
That is precisely the problem
which faced both Sri Aurobindo here
and me in France: is it necessary to
limit one’s road and reach the goal first, and later take all the rest
in hand and begin the work of integral transformation; or is it
necessary to go step by step, not leaving anything aside, not
eliminating anything on the path, taking in all the possibilities at
the same time and progressing at all points at the same time?
That is to say, should one retreat outside life and action until one
reaches one’s goal, becoming conscious of the Supermind and
realising it in oneself; or should one embrace the whole creation
and with this whole creation go gradually forward towards the
Supermind? (Silence)
One can understand that things get done by stages: one goes
forward, travels a certain distance, and so, as a consequence,
takes all the rest forward; and then at the same time, with a
simultaneous movement, one travels another stage and again
takes others forward-and so on.
That gives the impression that one doesn’t advance. But
everything is on the move in this way.
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~APROPOS
Toldees, Mondath, Arizim, these are the Inner Lands, the
lands whose sentinels upon their borders do not behold the sea.
Beyond them to the east there lies a desert, for ever untroubled
by man: all yellow it is, and spotted with shadows of stones, and
Death is in it, like a leopard lying in the sun. To the south they
are bounded by magic, to the west by a mountain.

. . . the word evolution implied a preexisting plan or structure that progressively unrolled in time. This is probably the
reason why Darwin did not choose to use this word when he first
put forward his theory. For the “evolution” of life would imply
the existence of a preexisting structure or plan-presumably a
divine plan-and this is just what Darwin wanted to rule out.

-Rupert Sheldrake, The Presence of the Past:
Morphic Resonance and the Habits of Nature

-Lord Dunsany, A Dreamer’s Tales
The universe was not made in jest, but in solemn incomprehensible earnest. By a power that is unfathomably secret, and
holy and fleet. There is nothing to be done about it, but ignore it
or see.
-Annie Dillard, Pilgrim at Tinker Creek
We know too much, and are convinced of too little. Our
literature is a substitute for religion, and so is our religion.

String theories . . . seem to be consistent only if space-time
has either ten or twenty-six dimensions, instead of the usual
four!
-Stephen Hawking, A Brief History of Time
When an American says that he loves his country, he . . .
means that he loves an inner air, an inner light in which freedom
lives and in which a man can draw the breath of self-respect.
-Adlai Stevenson, 1900-1965

-T.S Eliot, 1888-1965
Give me a fruitful error any time, full of seeds, bursting with
its own corrections. You can keep your sterile truth for yourself.

I don’t want to achieve immortality through my work, I
want to achieve it through not dying.
-Woody Allen

-Vilfredo Pareto, 1848-1923
I know I have the body of a weak and feeble woman, but I
have the heart and stomach of a king, and of a king of England
too; and think foul scorn that Parma or Spain, or any prince of
Europe, should dare to invade the borders of my realm.
-Elizabeth I, speech to the troops at Tilbury
on the approach of the Armada (1588)

What if the man could see Beauty Itself, pure, unalloyed,
stripped of mortality and all its pollution, stains, and vanities,
unchanging, divine, . . . the man becoming, in that communion,
the friend of God, himself immortal; . . . would that be a life to
disregard?
-Plato
By your stumbling, the world is perfected.
-Sri Aurobindo
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